
Houghton Keela
Price: £2,900.00  Sales tax is included in this price.

Sire: UKBAS09694 - Cambridge Navigator of ACC (Imp)
Dam: UKBAS29174 - Alpha Centauri Kittery Of AHH(Imp)
Type: Female
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: White (Solid Colour)
Registered With: BAS - UKBAS35996
Date of Birth: 11th August 2019

Houghton Keela

White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

UKBAS09694 - Cambridge Navigator of ACC (Imp)

(White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

UKBAS29174 - Alpha Centauri Kittery Of AHH(Imp)

(White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

IAR/63163 - EP Cambridge Peruvian Spartacus (Aust.

IAR/33424 - Cambridge Lilly Pilly II (Aust.)

IAR/94339 - Elysion Jupiter (Aus)

IAR/134889 - Alpha Centauri Kaleigh (Aus)

IAR/73366 - Shanbrooke Society Class Act

(Aust.)

IAR/66236 - Xanadu Moondance (Aus)

IAR/61101 - Benleigh Lorimer (Aust.)

IAR/74963 - Benleigh Jubilation (Aus)

Description: 

Introducing Keela (AHH2026), a magnificent alpaca who embodies the promise of exceptional genetics and remarkable
qualities. At just 4 years old, Keela is a shining example of the offspring produced by her dam, 1616, a recent import.

Keela's dam, 1616, has brought her exceptional genetics to the table, and it is evident in Keela's outstanding
characteristics. This stunning female exhibits a high density fleece that is sure to impress. The fine nature of her fiber
adds an element of luxury, providing an incredibly soft handle that is a delight to touch.

Energetic and full of vitality, Keela is ready to embark on her breeding journey. With her exceptional genetics and
remarkable fleece traits, she holds the potential to contribute greatly to any breeding program. Her youthful energy and
readiness for breeding make her a prime choice for those seeking to enhance their herd with top-quality genetics.

Don't miss the opportunity to welcome Keela into your alpaca family. Contact us today and secure this remarkable
female, as she represents a future filled with excellence and the potential to produce offspring of unparalleled quality.
With Keela by your side, your breeding program will flourish, guided by the remarkable genetic legacy she carries.
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